
Nice to Meet You. 

I’m                   
     !

By Me, Myself, and I!



Sometimes I like to draw myself — NO! Not ON myself. I like to 

draw a picture OF myself. Here’s a current self portrait — a picture 

I drew of myself: 



My family is                  ,                   , and                   (fill in 3 

words to describe your family). Our favorite activity to do  to-

gether is                   . Here’s a picture of us doing it together: 



Here’s MY family tree. It shows 

me and some of my special 

family members. 



I am a special person! I’m going to color in all the bubbles 

on the page that have words that describe me. 

Alert

Decisive

Caring

Kind

Smart

Silly
Gentle

Brave

Creative

Aware

Flexible

Adventurous

Fair

Curious

Honest

Focused

Loving

Opinionated

Awesome

Friendly

Energetic



Giving

Noisy

Determined

Determined

Confident

Motivated

Motivated

Positive

Punctual

Resourceful

Strong

Social

Upbeat

Observant

Open-Minded

Patient

Persistent

Playful

Lively

Funny

Trustworthy

Humble

Graceful

Joyful

Inventive

  



Here’s what my hair looks like: 

 



My hands are strong and great at climbing and coloring! 

Here’s what my hands look like: 

TRACE HAND HERE



My feet move fast / 

medium / slow (circle 

one). They are big / 

medium / small. 

Here’s what my foot 

looks like: 



Here’s what my eyes look like: 



I can draw my skin’s color with crayons, paints, chalk, or 

markers. This is MY color!



I live in                            .

and here's what it looks like! 



Here’s a picture of my favorite toy! I love it because  

                                                                                    . 



Here are pictures of my 3 favorite foods. 



I’m really great at                             .  

Here’s a picture of me doing it.



My favorite sport is                          .

Here's how I play it.



Someday I want to an amazing 

place called                          . 

Here's what I think it looks like.



This is a picture of                       , which 

makes me laugh.makes me laugh.

Julia Levy



A song I LOVE to dance to is                                        .

This is me dancing!



I wish I had a                            like this as a pet.



When I grow up, I want 

to be a                         

like this.



Hmm...what else can I tell you? A few things! 



The end! But not really the end! It's just                            

of MY story!


